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CHANGES FOR 2018CHANGES FOR 2018  
A t the Season Finale Mike Jackson announced that 

your Board of Directors has decided to invite Dave 
Handy to join them on the Board.  Dave brings a wealth 
of experience to the position along with a fresh view-
point, and he is widely respected by members of the rac-
ing community. 
 
Raised in Redding, Connecticut, Dave was hooked on 
racing the first time his dad took him to Lime Rock Park.    
His first restoration project was a non-running 3.8 Jag 
sedan that he eventually got back on the road and turned 
over to his dad after a couple years of driving it himself. 
 
After high school, Dave continued to work in Connecti-
cut doing mechanical work and some restoration.  In 
1977, Charlie Gibson invited Dave to work with him at 
his house in Stratford to maintain and restore Charlie's 
cars, a Mk 1 Lola and his 1959 Lister Chevy.   
SascoSports was born.  By 1988 when Sasco moved into 
its first commercial location, Dave had two children, Jil-
lian and Ryan, who were often seen at the track with him.  
SascoSports moved to Danville, VA, in November, 1999, and as soon as the first industrial building 
in the Virginia International Raceway Raceplex was completed, Sasco moved across town to VIR.  
Dave and his wife Robyn Pass Handy have hosted our VDCA welcome party at VIR for many 
years now, and their warmth and hospitality has become a VDCA tradition. 
 
Today, Dave and his award winning crew oversee the maintenance and prep of dozens of customer 
race cars. In addition, SascoSports services the tire needs of racers at over 30 events per year. Dave 
gets on the track regularly in either his Brabham BT29 or his Swift DB2 S2000. Driving his Brab-
ham in 2010, he not only won the Monoposto Formula B Championship for the third year running, 
but also the SVRA group 2 sprint championship and HMP's Monoposto Classic championship. In 
2014, Dave won the SVRA US Vintage Racing National Championship in Group 2.  
 

O n the other hand, after over 15 years as VDCA's first and only Chief of Tech, Beau Gabel has 
decided to retire.  Beau has been a personal friend of the Jacksons for  over 30 years of Vin-

tage racing in South Florida, since the days of CARE, and he has supported VDCA at every event 
since its inception.  As a volunteer he has surrounded himself with other qualified volunteers to 
help him handle the crush of entrants needing tech stickers on the first afternoon and the following 
mornings at all our events.  We are sorry to see him step down, but we hope to see him as an entrant 
at VDCA events in the future.  

 
And with that, we introduce VDCA's new Chief of Tech¸ 
Mike Kennedy.  Mike is a true sports car guy!  His first 
car was a Fiat 600, and he has owned everything from 
Sprites and Minis to Lotuses, Jags and Datsuns, among 
others.  He has worked as a sports car mechanic both in 
dealerships as well as being self-employed with his own 
business.   He knows vintage cars and is currently restor-
ing a Lotus Formula Jr. 
 
Mike is also a racer with his first race being in a G Pro-
duction car in 1977 with SCCA.  Since 1996 he has raced 
with VDCA, SVRA, HSR and SCCA as a vintage driver.  
His first race with VDCA was at the original VIR Home-
coming Gold Cup race in 2000. Mike's first turn at the 
helm of Tech for VDCA will be with our VIR event in 
April, 2018.   
 
Welcome him to the job and let him know if you’d be 
willing to lend him a hand in the Tech Shed. 
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VETERANS DAY HISTORICS AT ROAD ATLANTA 

Story	and	Photos	by	Bob	Spruck	
					MotorMouth/south	
	

F or the first nine years VDCA was in existence, the Holy Grail of track venues – the challenging 2.54 mile-long track at Road 
Atlanta—eluded us. Until, that is, about 7 years ago when Ray Morgan, local resident and businessman, entrant, and now VDCA 
Board member was able to convince the track to grant VDCA a date. The only problem was that date was in February.  Winters in 
Atlanta are usually pretty mild, and the five years with the February date provided three events with very reasonable weather, but two 
with typical southern winter chill (40 degrees--not really race prohibitive).  Still, turnout for 
the event was slim.    
When RA offered a July date in its place--a swap that would sound great for any Northern 
race track--hot and humid Atlanta in July did not prove to be much of an improvement over a 
cold and nasty February. Morgan, ever the optimist and opportunist, accepted the new date, 
and true to Georgia’s notorious summer weather, the three July events proved hot and humid. 
Morgan and the Board, figuring their foot was in the door, held on, until this year the track 
offered a change to November because the track was being paved in July.  Winter in Georgia 
doesn’t set in until after Christmas say the locals, so November is usually fairly mild and 
seemed like a safe bet. Yet true to VDCA’s informal motto, “Bad Weather; Good Beer,” tem-
peratures this year dipped to the low 40s overnight, and daytime temps only reached the high 
50s. The good news was that there was no precipitation, just brisk winds. VDCA members 
being a hardy bunch, turned out a record entry for the event, and the weather and the racing 
proved wholly acceptable.  Few complaints were heard from the mostly southern member-
ship, and some who came from north of the Mason-Dixon Line (almost 20% of the entrants) 
even expressed relief that it was so warm and balmy.   
GROUP 1 (small displacement production cars and Formula Vee) 
Nine FV and 27 small-bore cars comprised Group 1, the largest Group at the event. Not sur-
prisingly, the larger displacement, higher revving cars dominated. Casey Haddock almost 
always runs away from the field in his well driven, high revving, super light LeGrand Mk 18. 
Only 750cc, the hard working DSR car and Haddock’s driving skills dominated as usual, 
challenged only by David Conrad’s beautiful MGA. Andy Russell’s ’72 MG Midget is al-
ways fast and he, Rob Stewart, and Mark Craig had a good race until Stewart’s 1967 Spitfire developed a problem on lap nine, and 
Craig suffered a blown oil cooler so that both dropped out. The finishing order was Haddock, Conrad, Russell. Some good racing 
took place mid-pack amongst the Bugeyes of Brian MacEachern, Buzz Merchlewitz, Sam McLean, Andy McLean, Jim Hofer, Todd 
Crews, and Scott Fraser. Michael Ennis (’69 Lynx) finished first of the Vees, followed by Neil Sullivan (’69 Lynx) and Oliver Tolks-
dorf (’69 Zink).  

GROUPS 2, 5, 7 (open wheel and Sports Racers) 
In this rather eclectic Group of 24 cars were Sports Racer types 
including three WSRs and 9 S2000s, Formula Fords, including 5 
FFs and 6 Club Fords, and two Formula Bs. Racing in each 
group was close and exciting – also fast! The starting order was 
the same as the finishing order except for when Henry Payne V 
(1989 Lola T90) got by Henry Payne IV (1989 Lola T90) on the 
third lap and Wade Leathers (1988 Lola T8890) and John Kra-
mer (2001 Carbir) both moved up a position. Finishing order 
was Joey Selmants (1987 Swift DB2), Paul LaHaye (1989 Lola 
T9090), Payne V, Kramer, Eric Langein in a Chevron B15 FB, 
Payne IV, and Sam Payne (1989 Lola T90). 

(Continued on page 3) 
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Of the smaller formula cars, the difference is that the CF cars are an older design with less advanced chassis and suspensions. Gen-
erally, the difference in sophistication and speed potential can be overturned by driver skill, on-track contretemps, and traffic. Be 
that as it may, Doug Meis finished first in his 1974 Lola T340 and Doug Voss second in his 1971 Merlyn Mk 20 after trading plac-
es many, many times over the 13 laps. Duke Waldrop (’82 Van Dieman RF82) and Scott Nettleship (’81 Crossle 45F) did the 
same right behind them for 3rd and 4th. 
GROUP 3 (medium displacement production cars and sports racers) 
This Group had an interesting selection of cars. Ray Morgan drove his veteran 1964 Merlyn Mk 6 to a flag-to-flag finish, chal-
lenged by Richard Schnabel (1975 Fiat 124 Spyder) who came from 5th on the grid in an inspired drive. Another odd matchup was 
Fred Burke in his 1962 Cooper Monaco and Bill Vanderford in his 1990 newly vintage Mazda Miata. If looks had anything to do 
with it, Fred certainly earned his third place finish, but good driving and cubic inches did also. The ever strong and consistent Stir-
ling Heath brought his 1971 MGB GT home in fifth, and Jack Poteet (1962 Morgan 4/4) went from a second place start all the way 
back to last place then all the way up to 6th in a great effort. 

GROUP 6, 8 (large displacement production cars) 
Some superb driving along with great noise resulted in a flag to flag run by Mark 
Brummond in his high revving 1985 Alfa Romeo GTV6. Tim Smith (’67 Shelby 
Mustang) and Doug Hagopian (’68 Porsche 911) unfortunately dropped out ear-
ly, allowing Gary Hagopian (1963 Jaguar XKE) and Lee Bruckner (1968 Mus-
tang) to advance and fight for position most of the race and finish second. Gor-
don Slingerland (1968 Firebird) and John Sybrandt 1966 Sunbeam Tiger) snuck 
in between them near the end. After 12 laps the order was Brummond, Bruckner, 
Slingerland, Sybrandt, and Gary Hagopian. 

The Mid-field Madness Race 
Most of the racers look forward to the Fun Race to provide a novel and exciting 

time – if you don’t take it too seriously, that is. Tech Director Doug Meis does, however, take it very seriously as he makes the 
rules and determines the winner. The idea is to finish not first, not last, but right in the middle of the field—the Goldilocks zone. 
Complicating the results are the retirements, lapping, communication, pit stops and the fact that the length of the race is not deter-
mined beforehand or announced to the drivers. You can communicate 
with your pit crew but can’t stop or slow on the track. All position 
adjustments must be made in the hot pits. That’s exactly what Nate  
Scigliano did in his Carbir S2000. Although he had some top lap 
times, he took a pit stop late in the race, waited for what he thought 
was the right amount of time, calculating things just right (or was just 
plain lucky). He won the only award given out by VDCA, some silly 
token provided by Doug after a stop at a K-mart on his way to the 
track. It also, as usual, included some type of equally silly liquid re-
freshment. It’s worth a few laughs as well as a few more laps of the 
track. 
THE ENDURO  
The BIG RACE – one hour, one pit stop, 35 laps, driver change/refueling optional, and 34 cars from all classes/groups. This race 
is difficult to follow from trackside, but it sure is entertaining because of all the races-within-races occurring over its entire dura-
tion. Thanks go to Neil Harmon (Timing & Scoring) for the lap charts which contributed some after the fact explanations of what 
went on. The half dozen or so guys who started at the front ran away from the lesser cars and drivers and finished appropriately. 
But some of the best racing, although maybe not the fastest, went on mid pack and beyond and caught most of the attention. The 
Payne family – Henry IV, V, and Sam – and their Lolas are at the top of the food chain in most of their races and this one was par 
for the course. V started on pole in his 1989 Lola T90 and took an early pit stop, resumed his drive in next to last and blasted back 
to finish 5th. IV started 4th in his Lola T90, pitted early but worked his way back to 1st by lap 25 until Sam and LaHaye passed near 
the end and finished 3rd. Sam, also in a Lola T90 started 6th, also pitted early, also worked his way to first, and finally finished in 
4th. Paul LaHaye in a 1989 Lola T90, took the green flag second but took over 1st when Payne V pitted, ran there until he himself 
pitted, and then over the course of the last 10 laps worked his way back to 1st for the win. Doug Voss was the first non-S2000, in 
his 1971 Merlyn Mk 20 Formula Ford, finishing 6th OA. Much racing and passing occurred back in the pack amongst the mid and 

small displacement machines and provided much enjoyment to the specta-
tors, this one at least. 
PARTY TIME 
VDCA, in addition to having a reputation for laid back races, prides itself on 
its Saturday night festivities, most of which are underwritten by individual 
members or race teams. Zapata Racing once again sponsored dinner, allow-
ing Ray Morgan and Mary Costanzo to put on a shindig with barbecued ribs, 
chicken, and pork, and a selection of delicious southern cakes for dessert. 
The venue was the shop, showroom, museum, business office, and man cave 
of member Jerry Peters who allowed his VDCA friends to use his place right 
across the highway from the track. Thanks again, Jerry!  
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By  Bob Spruck                    Photos by E-Tech 
 MotorMouth/south 
 
VDCA’s Season Finale is the last event of the year nationally, hence the name. This year’s race weekend was another success as the 
Club booked well over 100 entrants and presented a nice mix of predominantly East Coast cars from many first timers as well as the 
usual perennial participants. Hopefully they weren’t driven by anticipation of a warm weekend in the sunny South because the 
weather was unseasonably cold for the Savannah area.  High 30s overnight and mid 40s during the day along with wind and rain 
made Thursday and Friday dismal.  Duke and Fay Waldrop had to move their annual Red Wine and Brew Party into the snack bar 
near the propane heaters.  Saturday was just plain cloudy, windy, and bone chillingly cold. Still, there was a great turnout for the 
traditional Pig Pickin’ and Oyster Roast Saturday evening.  This year, the beer fund was underwritten by John Fontanella, Mark 
Gobble, Malcolm Mangum and Paul Meis. A little Holiday cheer goes a long way to warm the competitors’ hearts.   
 
It’s amazing how a little sun and no wind made things so much more tolerable by Sunday. Other than the rain on Friday, the weather 
didn’t seem to affect the participation or the lap times. A little more time than usual spent in the paddock or during the first few laps 
in order to warm up water, oil, and tires to operating temperatures seemed to do the trick.  
 
GROUP 1 Feature Race – Small bore production cars  
 
Three out of four of the perennial protagonists in Group 1 (Chip 
Haddock 1982 LeGrand Mk 25 D Sports Racer, Alan Collard 1972 
Hague 72 DSR, Rob Stewart 1967 Triumph Spitfire FP, and Andy 
Russell 1973 MG Midget FP) continued their friendly battle. Chip 
couldn’t get the LeGrand to the grid so the starting order was 
Stewart, Collard, and Russell, with Dennis Moser joining in fourth 
in his 1974Datsun B210. He has raced a Pontiac GTO in the past 
but joined these guys in Group 1 this weekend for the exciting 
competition. Stewart and Collard got by Russell and Moser once 
their tires warmed up and became sticky enough to grip the cold 
track. Rob ran away from the field, but Alan and Andy had some 
fun a little ways back. Finishing order was Stewart, Collard, Russell, Moser. The 948cc Bugeyes of Brian MacEachern, Andy 
McLean, Bo Lemmon, and John Daniels ran like the FVs in a midpack train. That’s where much of the hard racing took place – just 
ask any of them! 
 
GROUP 2/5/7 Feature Race – Sports racers and Formula Fords 
 

Ben Sinott in his Swift 1991 Lola T90/91 Sports 2000 pulled out a 
huge lead right from the green flag, and only Peter Krause in his 
1984 Tiga stood a chance of catching him. We were cheated out of 
an epic race, however, when Peter’s car experienced an accelerator 
cable problem that allowed him to speed through left turns but 
fumble in right turns. He limped into the pits after five laps of frus-
tration and disappointment. The seven FFs and CFs provided the 
best racing over the 16 laps. Thomas Fraelich in his 1979 Crossle 
CF started third, the first Formula Ford but dropped back to sixth 
and then did a superb job getting back to second, only to be passed 
by the battling Doug Meis (1974 Lola T340) and Scott Fairchild 

THE 2017 VINTAGE RACTHE 2017 VINTAGE RACING SEASON IS OVER ING SEASON IS OVER   
 

...GET READY FOR 2018 ...GET READY FOR 2018  
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(1978 Zink Z10). The latter two exhibited the fine art of drafting and passing in the turns and on the long front straight multiple 
times over the final 10 laps. Doug made his last pass stick for second place while Scott finished third and Tom fourth. 

 
GROUP 3 Feature Race – Medium bore production cars under 2 
liters   
 
This race was very exciting mid pack. The first five cars under the 
green flag finished in the same order at the checker except that 
Joey Sullivan spent one lap a position up on Hervey Parke then 
gave it back. I’m talking about Ray Morgan (1964 Merlyn Mk 
60), Fred Burke (1962 Cooper Monaco), Hervey Parke (1965 Gi-
netta G4), Joey Sullivan (1983 Porsche 944), and Mark Gobble 
(1991 Miata). Mark has raced a number of cars over the years and 
is an accomplished and fast driver. He said he just wanted to try a 
more modern, reliable car and is very happy with the Mazda. 
Dave Bondon seemed to be in fine form after starting his 1964 
Morgan 4/4 in last place due to no qualifying time and then work-

ing it all the way up to the middle of the pack. Three drivers who will remain nameless had a quick kerfuffle in turn 4 off into the 
sand but came back onto the racing surface fairly quickly and spent the rest of the race trying to get back to where they were when 
they goofed up. That led to some more good racing. 
 
GROUP 6 & 8 Feature Race – Big bore production cars over 2 liters 
 
This Group was characterized by some awesome cars and some equal-
ly awesome racing. Doug Hagopian’s 1968 Porsche 911 is not only 
good looking, but fast and well driven, attested to by his flag-to-flag 
run. Equally impressive was the bright yellow 1969 Fiat 124 Coupe of 
John Baucom who started third but made a courageous pass on Blake 
May in the 1974 BMW 2002 early on and kept it there. Mike Levine 
in the unique 1965 Corvair V8 (Corv8) used his favorable power to 
weight ratio to outdrag Bill Feaster’s 1967 Camaro to finish 3rd. Bill 
was 5th by virtue of May (4th) succumbing to the thundering V8 in the 
Corvair. One of the most beautiful cars in the Group was the 1965 
Ginetta G4R driven by Sharon Adelman. It may have been one of the smallest displacement cars in the Group, but it sure did sing as 
it advanced five places to its eventual finish. Perhaps tied for the best looking car with Sharon’s Ginetta was the colorful 1972 BMW 
3.0 CSL of Bill Glavin. Dark blue with red and white factory stripes attracted attention in the paddock and on the grid but once Bill 
got it on the track, his driving from 19th and last on the grid to a finish of 7th impressed even more. 

 
GROUP 9 Feature Race – Formula Vee and Pre-War cars 
 
Nine whispering Formula Vees, two thundering Ford Speedster V8s and a lone 
MG TD contested racing honors in this Group. FVs, due to their lack of horse-
power and torque but their blessing of outstanding handling, always show great 
racing and strategies. Mike Ennis (1969 Lynx B) took the green flag first but fal-
tered on lap 3 and was passed by three cars, but he made a quick comeback two 
laps later and resumed his first place position. Oliver Tolksdorf (1969 Zink), 
Mark Lemmon (1965 Formcar), and Marcus Jones (1966 Zink) took advantage 

and each held first place for a lap or two until Neil Sullivan (1969 Lynx) blasted through from 6th into 1st where he stayed until the 
checkered flag. Ennis, Jones, and Mike Jackson (1969 Shadowfax) traded places frequently. The order of finish was Sullivan, Ennis, 
Jackson, Jones, and Lemmon. Al Harriman had a good first outing in his new to him MGTD Special--Special because it sports a 
TR2 engine and transmission which replace the  really vintage configuration of a Ford flathead V8 60. It ran well, and Al said he 
would be back. Only problem is he will have to choose between his TD, his FV, or his ITB Golf.  
  
ENDURANCE RACE 
Fifty-two cars from all 8 Groups started the one-hour Endurance Race on Sunday morning, scheduled to finish before the quiet time 
at 11:00, giving the participants at least an hour to rest before the Sunday afternoon races. This race is different than all the others in 
that it is open to all cars, from all Groups and Classes. It’s one hour long, requires one 5 minute pit stop any time you think is strate-
gically advisable during which you can refuel, change drivers, do some necessary or experimental fine tuning, or just chill out. There 
are wide swings in position due to the 5 minute pit stops and other stops that take much longer. Because the race lasted 42 laps over 
the hour, there were some really great race-within-the-race adventures between multiple cars, multiple times during the duration. 
There was some heartbreak and some heroics, too. Some car/drivers just seem to cruise effortlessly while others sputter and eventu-
ally retire. Ben Sinnott in his 1991 Lola T90/91 Sports 2000 seemed to be in the effortless category as he led every lap and finished 
four laps ahead of Ben Glavin who started second in that impressive 1972 BMW 3.0 CSL, but then ended up a few laps down in 27th 
place. He steadily worked his way back to second place. Roger Casin also had a great run in his 1964 Elva Mk 73 from a mid-pack 
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Electronic Communications  
I f you remember phones like these, you’re probably “old as dirt,” but technology marches on, and 

with the cost of printing and postage going up all the time, VDCA is communicating electronically 
more and relying less and less on direct paper. Be sure we have your correct e-mail address and that 
your spam filter does not have VDCA blocked. You will receive important Club communications from 
us and from MotorsportReg.com. as well as through Constant Contact.  We promise to not send you 
too much electronic mail, but we want to provide timely information about event registration and 
plans.   

Since, we are using the electronic service Constant Contact to send most of our e-mail blasts, have you noticed that  
they have a link at the bottom of every note to have your e-mail address removed from our list so that if you decide you 
do not wish to receive our e-mails you can do so.  However, following your action, their service will never again allow us 
to send to you so be careful in making such a decision. 
Be sure to notify us if you change e-mail providers and remember to update your account in MotorsportReg.  You can 
drop Mike a note at vdca@earthlink.net or call us at 561-622-7554. 
There is no need to create a new account in MSR each time you register—even if you 
forget your password: just log in with the old e-mail (ask for a password reset if you 
need to) and update your original account.  Sandy can try to merge duplicate  
accounts, but she cannot always complete the process for you.   
In a related topic, several of you have used your new cell phones to take pictures of 
your medicals so that you could conveniently mail them to us.  Unfortunately, the low 
resolution and poor picture quality produces pictures that are all too often illegible. 
(See the sample to the right which is fuzzy, dark and hard to read) Please scan or 
photocopy your medicals if you don’t elect to send us the original, and make sure 
that folds, wrinkles, poor color resolution or other problems don’t compromise 
the legibility.   
Now, if you do not have an e-mail address, we will continue mailing our newsletters, 
but they are occasionally not timed well for late-breaking information.  Please let us 
know if you are opting out of e-mail contact or have no e-mail so that we know who 
you are. And be sure you’re not blocking us with your spam filter.  Oh, and if you 
move, please be sure to let us know of your change in mailing address too. 

start all the way to second until he had to retire on lap 26. A beautiful car and a beautiful drive! There actually were too many great 
drives and great stories to document, so suffice it to say that it was an exciting hour with no hint of boredom.  

 
GIMMICK FLOP   
 
Another excuse for some additional track time and an exercise in strategy and tac-
tics is the Happy Hour Team Bracket Challenge. Each Team declares a predicted 
best lap time, and after their plus or minus differentials are accumulated, the team 
with the lowest score wins. Creativity of team names and Happy Hour themed dec-
orations also are considered in the score. But this year since Friday was the cold-
est, windiest, and wettest day of the weekend, participation was rather light and 
definitely half-hearted. No winner was declared and all participants got silly prizes 
at Saturday’s dinner. Doug didn’t even get a bribe. 
 

 
HUGH KLEINPETER AWARD PRESENTATION  
 
An important annual event at the season ending Pig Pickin’ 
and Oyster Roast is the presentation of the Hugh Kleinpeter 
Award. Hugh was a successful racer and businessman back 
before things were vintage and was, in fact, a sparkplug at 
the start of what we know today as vintage racing. Each year, 
his son Kenny presents an impressive cup to a current vin-
tage racer who is a strong supporter of the sport. This year’s 
award went to Scott Fairchild, a very active and successful 
Formula Ford racer. Each year a small nameplate is added for 
the latest recipient. When Scott Nettleship won a few years 
ago, his wife Christine had a small replica made so he could keep a copy at home. Malcolm Mangum, another winner, liked that idea 
so much that he decided to make a similar copy for each previous winner, one a year until all got their own copy. How’s that for true 
vintage spirit and supporting your race organization? 



 VDCA’s Sixteenth Annual Wild Hare Run   
  
PRE-REGISTRATION ENTRY:  April 6 -8, 2018 
Register on-line with MotorsportReg.com or use this form 
Please fill out one entry for each car and addi onal driver entered 
All entrants must complete a car registration form if one is not already on file  

Driver name: _______________________________________ 
   Second driver -- must submit a separate entry form for approval and  
tech sheet for gear.  No additional charge, but current membership required. 

Address: __________________________________ 
City:____________________ State:___ Zip:_______ 

Day Phone: _________________________________ 

Eve Phone:_________________________________ 

Cell:_______________________________________ 

E-mail:____________________________________ 

All drivers must be either VDCA or VRG members 

Member#:_______________  Ex.Date   __________ 

Owner/Entrant:______________________________ 
     If different than driver 

 Car Make/Model____________________________ 

 Year: __________   Class: ___________________ 

 Displacement:____________  Color : ___________ 

 Tires. Manuf: ____________  Type: ____________ 

 Front size:______________  Wheel Width: ______ 

 Rear size:_______________  Wheel Width: ______ 

 Transponder # (required)_____________________ 

Car number requested: list three options 

1____________ 2___________ 3_____________ 
  

This section MUST be completed. 
Emergency contact: ___________________________________________     Phone: ____________________ 
   Will be at track (check if “yes.” And then be sure he/she is on your crew list!) 

Please check all that apply 
VDCA Membership  
3-day race entry-- includes Enduro  
                        & The Wild Hare Run 
Send by snail mail or fax due  by FRI. March 30. 
 (on-line pre-registration also closes Fri. Mar 30) 

Second car, same driver, different group 
At-Track Entry after Fri. Mar 30 
____extra crew $35 ea  
( 2 included with entry) 

  

Amount paid: 

Check #: 

Rec’d by 

  
$ 75 (   ) 
$500 (   ) 

  

$250 (   ) 

$600 (   ) 
 $ 30 (   ) 

  
 

________  
  

 ________ 
  

________  
  

—New Member Applicants only— 
Competition license issued by: ________________ 
License number: ___________________________ 
License/Medical expires: ____________________ 

 
Mail entry and payment to: 
Vintage Drivers Club of America 
13505 Running Water Rd 
West Palm Beach, FL 33418-7933 
  
Mike Jackson, Race Director 
Phone 561-622-7554   FAX 561-228-0552 
vdca@earthlink.net 

  
List crew (2 free); minors under 12, no charge 
  
1. ________________________________________ 
  
2. ________________________________________ 

  
  
  
3. ____________________________________($30) 
  
4. ____________________________________($30) 



Reach us at 
561-622-7554 

VDCA@earthlink.net 
Vintagedrive.com 

A Note from Your Race Director 

T hanks to all of you who endured the cold and enjoyed both the 
track and the BBQ at RRR in December!  You helped make 

2017 another successful year for VDCA.  We are looking forward to 
greeting the Spring at VIR with our annual Wild Hare Run.  On-line 

registration will open Feb. 2nd.   
Your Board of Directors has not made any major changes in either years of car 
eligibility or the tracks we are going to use.  They did, however, agree to extend 
the Sept event at RRR to 3 days and to host 
the 55th anniversary FV birthday party race 
at that event.  We hope to attract FV en-
trants from throughout the eastern half of 
the country.  And we also hope to have 
more entrants from the rest of our ranks at 
this traditional Fall event.  Cross your fin-
gers that the weather cooperates better in 
2018.   
As you will see inside this newsletter, 
VDCA is welcoming a new BOD member 
and a new Chief of Tech.  Let me here offer 
my personal and heartfelt thanks to my 
friend Beau Gabel for being VDCA’s first 
and only Chief of Tech for over 15 years. 

 

The	Sixteenth	Annual	Wild	
Hare	Run	

VIR	
April	6-8	

	
The	Jefferson	500	with	VRG	

Summit	Point	
May	16-20	

	
Our	Hurricane	in	Savannah	

Featuring	
the	F-V	55th	Birthday	Party	

Roebling	Road	
Sept	7-9	

	
Veterans	Day	Historics	

Road	Atlanta	
Nov	10-11	

	
The	Season	Finale	
Roebling	Road	

Dec	7-9	

2018 


